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Deconstruction, Explosives & Remediation Technologies

DERT is a joint venture between OPEC Systems and Liberty Industrial that has been strategically established to combine 
the capabilities of two of Australia’s most progressive remediation companies to provide leading edge, comprehensive, 
large scale site remediation and demolition services for complex contaminated sites.

In conjunction with our proven remediation technologies and deconstruction expertise, DERT is able to deploy teams 
of highly trained technicians skilled in managing some of the complex engineering, safety and environmental risks 
potentially encountered at the DSM site such as UXO, explosive residues, asbestos, heritage and environmental 
remnants and engineering works adjacent to waterways and residential precincts.

DERT draws upon the internal resources of OPEC Systems and Liberty Industrial to execute and support projects 
throughout Australia. These significant resources include over 150 staff and a broad portfolio of plant and equipment 
regularly used on civil engineering, remediation and demolition projects. DERT is a matrix organisation and resource 
sharing between state offices is regularly practised. This capacity allows DERT to combine the right staff and specialist 
equipment for any project throughout Australia.
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Liberty Industrial OPEC Systems

OPEC is an Australian owned engineering and remediation 
contracting company first established in Sydney in 1992. 
The company employs a solutions focused team of over 
100 permanent staff operating in all Australian States 
and Territories. OPEC is a practical, problem solving 
company focused on delivering high quality services and 
equipment on high risk sites and projects where safety 
considerations and precise engineering and operational 
controls are paramount.

OPEC is the only Australian company that has been 
engaged to provide specialist services on all of 
Defence’s recent chemical weapons investigation and 
remediation projects and it has completed the majority 
of their bulk fuel infrastructure refurbishments in recent 
years. This valuable experience has allowed OPEC 
staff to collaborate continuously for the past 10 years 
with international experts to refine their systems and 
methodologies allowing them to genuinely provide world’s 
best practice capabilities in terms of managing risks and 
delivering elegant solutions to complex problems.

Liberty Industrial is a leading provider of deconstruction 
services serving government, mining, oil & gas, power 
generation sectors and other heavy industrial entities 
Australia wide.

Liberty Industrial provides integrated solutions for 
large scale, technically complex demolition and 
remediation projects, offering a comprehensive 
range of integrated deconstruction and remediation 
capabilities including demolition contracting, dismantling 
services, decommissioning and hazardous materials 
removal, land remediation, site rehabilitation and site  
preparation services.

Liberty Industrial has built a strong reputation for 
delivering large scale, highly complex and technically 
challenging deconstruction projects for government 
and private sector clients and  received international 
recognition for the delivery of some of Australia’s largest 
and most technically complex demolition projects  
ever undertaken.
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DERT Capabilities

What sets us apart?
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DERT is an organisation strategically geared towards the remediation of complex, problematic sites with multiple 
overlapping risk profiles. Working in some of the most dangerous and challenging environments and industries in 
the country DERT has refined it’s risk management practices to world’s best standards. From meticulous pre-project 
planning meetings and stakeholder engagement processes through to site handover and certification DERT retains its 
unwavering focus on managing and mitigating risks and delivering the best possible outcome for our clients. Included in 
DERT’s unique offering are the following Risk Management capabilities. 

SAFETY - Complex Site Risk Management 

Explosive Residue Detection and Remediation
Detection, analysis and nuetralisation or removal of 
explosive residues and by-products in building fabrics, 
subsurface infrastructure and pipelines.

Hazardous Materials Handling
Identification, packaging, handling and disposal of a broad 
array of hazardous chemicals and materials.

Radiological Contamination Detection and Mitigation
Background monitoring and sampling for radiological 
contaminants including rectification of contaminated 
surfaces and equipment and contaminant recovery.

UXO Handling and Disposal
Historical site research, geophysical survey, investigation 
and removal of UXO contamination by qualified technicians. 

Marine and Underwater Inspection, Survey and 
Recovery Services
DERT operates a fleet of work vessels and dive teams 
manned primarily by ex-Army and Navy divers involved in 
the clearance of marine hazards.

Asbestos Removal
DERT holds a Class A Asbestos removal licence and 
offers experience in removing asbestos from sensitive and 
dangerous sites.

Engineering Controls
The complete encapsulation and engineering control of 
potentially contaminated buildings and equipment is an 
integral element of contamination control.

Decontamination Systems and Staff
DERT provides trained staff and mobile field equipment 
systems to conduct decontamination procedures when 
working with toxic or hazardous chemicals and agents.
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Environment and heritage issues can serve as the friction points on high profile projects. DERT’s pedigree is unique 
in that the background of many of the key team members lies in the environmental management professions, and the 
protection of the environment in its many forms is at the heart of the DERT ethos. Whether it is preserving the key 
aspects of the built environment, respectfully managing indigenous or European cultural remnants or carefully ensuring 
the preservation of the natural environment, DERT maintains an experienced and trustworthy eye across our sites and 
beyond.

ENVIRONMENT - Heritage and Environmental Protection and Monitoring

Water Quality Monitoring
Ground and surface water sampling regimes are 
developed and implemented by DERT’s in house team of 
environmental scientists and hydrogeologists.

Soil Quality Monitoring
With experienced drilling teams and sampling equipment 
DERT is able to ensure soil testing is effectively conducted 
in both marine and terrestrial environments.

Air Quality Monitoring
Effective testing of the air quality is conducted at both 
the heart of the works as well as the boundaries of the 
sites using accurate equipment to test for a broad array  
of contaminants.

Site Stormwater Runoff Control
The implementation of effective site runoff control reduces 
avenues for contamination migration and subsequent 
impacts to off-site water quality.

Aboriginal and Cultural Heritage Management 
In conjunction with relevant subject matter experts DERT 
works as a collaborative team to manage heritage issues 
and prevent harm to these invaluable assets.

Flora and Fauna Protection
DERT engages with regional specialists conversant 
with local site biota to develop and implement practical 
strategies for key species protection on those sites where 
they are working.

Landscaping
When the heavy lifting is completed DERT applies the 
finishing touches to create soft and hard landscapes that 
beautify sites to reflect the visions of our clients.

Resource Recovery
DERT take a proactive and innovative approach  
to resource recovery, ensuring waste is managed 
responsibly and sustainably, and that all possible materials 
are recovered.
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Containment Cell Design and Construction
On select sites the safest and most practical solution for 
contamination management is to stabilise it on site in 
purpose DERT designed, robust containment cells.

Deconstruction and Demolition
With several World Demolition Titles awarded via Liberty 
Industrial, DERT management and staff bring the highest 
possible levels of expertise and equipment to this 
challenging and important phase of the works. 

General Civil Works 
DERT operates and manages a fleet of civil contractors 
to undertake bulk earthworks and conduct detailed survey 
and excavation activities on challenging sites operating 
under a matrix of risk management controls.

Sub-Surface Infrastructure Remediation
The pipes, culverts, landfills and tunnels beneath a site 
can house a host of unknown elements. DERT applies it’s 
specialised techniques and technologies to ensure this 
work is done safely and carefully.

Wharf and Marine Infrastructure 
With highly trained commercial diving teams and vessels for 
most applications DERTs experience extends beneath the 
water surface to support the prosecution and management 
of subsurface demolition requirements.

At its heart, DERT is an applied engineering contractor with significant established expertise in civil, structural and 
environmental engineering specialities. DERT applies this expertise to transform sites in a safe, practical and cost 
effective manner to deliver the outcomes that our clients and the community expects.

ENGINEERING - General Contracting Capabilities
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24/7 Security
DERT, through OPEC, holds a Master Security Licence 
which can be utilised to provide specialised 24/7 security 
services to watch over and protect sensitive sites  
and operations.

On Site Medical Services
DERT provides qualified, registered CBRN  and trauma 
medics for operations on high risk sites where local 
protocols around patient transfer and cross contamination 
issues render immediate medical support challenging.

On Site Laboratory Services
Where complex contaminant and explosive residues may 
pose issues around sample transport and handling issues 
DERT provides on-site laboratory analysis capabilities for 
quick and secure turnaround of results.

Waste Management
DERT provides highly specialised cradle to grave 
waste recovery, containment, packaging and transport 
capabilities to provide rock solid chain of custody and 
responsible disposal records.

Logistics Integration
With the innumerable moving parts encountered on 
major projects DERT provides our clients with confidence 
through a comprehensive integrated logistics support 
capability, including warehousing, procurement and  
asset management. 

It’s often the little things which make the difference between a good job and a great job. DERT focuses on optimising 
the success of complex projects by providing an array of support services to ensure that the small things don’t become 
major issues. To achieve this DERT has gone to where few, if any, traditional contractors have gone before, with the in-
house addition of an array of unique project support capabilities.

SUPPORT - Site Support Services
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Peter Murphy

Connor Walsh

Project Director & Contractors Representative

Director - Chief Financial Officer

Peter is an experienced provider of environmental technologies, having been in the environmental engineering 
and consulting industries for over 28 years. His extensive experience as a consultant, manager and trainer and his 
practical engineering knowledge enable him to oversee all environmental and operational requirements of a project.  
He is currently studying a Bachelor of Laws degree.

During his time as the OPEC Managing Director, Peter has managed and worked on a number of major projects including, 
Columboola Chemical Weapons Munitions Destruction project, 2010-2012, Marangaroo Munitions Investigation project, 
2008-2009 and Maribyrnong Explosives Factory, 2012-2014.

His key roles are project management and business development. His key skill is the proven ability to coordinate unique, 
complex, multifaceted projects from conception, through planning, design and construction to final delivery.

DERT has assembled a passionate and experienced team to ensure optimal project outcomes for the Defence Site 
Maribyrnong Remediation Services project. 

Our key personnel and proposed project team members are some of the most highly regarded demolition and remediation 
personnel in the industry and have led some of the most challenging industrial demolition and remediation projects 
in the world. Many of the individuals involved in the project team have had a long and intimate association with the 
Maribyrnong site and have an exceptional appreciation of the challenges and complexities. Their extensive experience 
will be directly utilised in project delivery, ensuring their extensive knowledge is transferred and the highest professional 
standards are maintained.

Our proposed project management team is comprised of experienced professionals with many years of experience 
executing demolition and remediation projects of a similar scope and level of complexity.

A Chartered Accountant by profession, Connor is an excellent administrator with significant experience in 
coordinating and managing the support for multiple major projects at the same time. His in-depth knowledge 
of all aspects of project operations means that he can quickly determine potential risks and how to resolve them.  

Connor has over ten years’ experience in the environmental engineering industry.  Starting initially as the COO of OPEC 
Systems, he is now the CEO.

Connor is responsible for managing the day to day operations of an 100+ person strong company of professionals and 
trades people.  His responsibilities include all corporate support functions including Finance, IT, Marketing, HR and 
overseeing the Sales and Operations functions for a number of OPEC’s business areas.

Key Personnel
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Clinton Dick

Simon Gill

Director - Business Development

Technical Director - Demolition

Clinton is a highly regarded demolition and industrial closure expert. He has extensive experience with large scale, 
technically challenging demolitions within the mining, oil and gas and other heavy industrial sectors and has led the 
delivery of some of the industry’s most demanding demolitions ever undertaken.

Having held a variety of consulting, engineering, project management and senior roles in the demolition industry prior 
to launching Liberty Industrial in 2008, Clinton’s leadership and expertise has been critical to the successful execution 
of some of Australia’s largest and riskiest industrial demolition undertakings, and the growth and direction of a specialist 
contractor known for its ability to deliver deconstruction projects of the grandest scale and complexity.

Clinton has been announced as a Finalist in the Building & Construction Executive of the Year category for the upcoming 
2016 CEO Magazine’s Executive of the Year Awards.

A specialist in the field of heavy industrial demolition, Simon has years of experience delivering large, technically 
complex industrial deconstruction and remediation projects for government and blue chip mining, oil, gas and energy 
clients across Australia.

Over the years he has held a variety of roles within the industry from demolition engineering, consulting and project 
management roles to high level operations management and senior leadership roles.

Simon has managed some of Australia’s most high profile closure projects. His technical expertise coupled with his vast 
practical experience ensures projects under his leadership are delivered on time, on budget, in line with stakeholder 
expectations and to industry leading standards.

John Caligari

Non-Executive Director

John Caligari retired from the Australian Regular Army in mid-2015 at the rank of Lieutenant General (3-star General) 
after 36 years’ service, and has considerable experience organising and leading large organisations in Defence. 
His last three positions in Defence involved managing stakeholders across Government and industry in leading the 
modernisation of the warfighting capabilities of the Australian Defence Force. John led organisations responsible for 
defining the priorities and specifications for future warfighting capabilities to be acquired; and balanced a capital budget 
of over $15 billion.

Now a Strategy and Leadership Consultant, LTGEN John Caligari has a wealth of experience in demanding environments, 
especially on operational service overseas and at the highest levels in the Department of Defence. His last seven years 
in particular have been at the interface between industry and Defence, particularly as Chairman of the Rapid Prototype 
Development and Evaluation Program Board.
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Dave Humphreys

Risk Project Manager

Dave is a member of the Institute of Explosive Engineering (MIExpE) and has more than 20 years’ local, national 
and international experience in diving and explosive ordnance disposal. Within the last 15 years his work focused on 
explosive ordnance contaminated sites assessment and remediation.

More recently Dave has been involved in all aspects of the toxic remnant of war program acting as Technical Advisor 
to Defence. Dave has proven his ability to review large quantities of information from various sources and prioritise this 
information during the recent TRW Historical Review and Military History Field Validation projects for Defence. This 
experience in data interpretation along with a thorough understanding of UXO contamination issues on Defence training 
areas makes Dave a key resource on the DERT team.

David Wood

Senior Project Manager

David is a experienced manager of remediation projects with expertise in the identification and implementation of 
innovative and efficient remediation strategies for large scale projects that add significant value to clients’ projects.

A qualified Civil Engineer, he began his professional career in a Geotechnical Engineering role when an opportunity to 
manage a large scale remediation project in 2001 ignited his passion for the environment and led him to pursue a career 
within the field of remediation contracting.

David has since successfully executed hundreds of large and complex remediation projects and played an integral role 
in the significant growth of Enviropacific Services from just 4 employees to in excess of 150, over a 12 year period.

Geoff Rowland

Risk Technical Advisor

Geoff is a highly capable individual with a proven track record in the planning and conduct of a wide range of operations; 
including Counter Landmine Warfare, High Risk Search, Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD), Improvised Explosive 
Device Disposal (IEDD), Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defence (CBRND). He has extensive experience 
in all aspects of Project Management and is an expert in training development, delivery and assessment.

Prior to joining OPEC Systems, Geoff completed 21 years’ service in the Australian Defence Force, rising to the position 
of Regimental Sergeant Major. During his Army career he managed and deployed fleets of engineering equipment worth 
tens of millions of dollars all around Australia and overseas. He worked as a combat engineer on heavy construction 
tasks from bridges to roads, airfields, port facilities and multiple large semi-permanent bases and camps.
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John Skull

Site QSE Manager

Based in Brisbane, Queensland, John is the Quality, Safety and Environment Manager at DERT.  A retired Royal 
Navy Intelligence Officer with over 20 years’ of service, he has a great deal of experience and understanding of the 
sensitivities of working in operational and highly-classified Defence environments, including three years working with the 
United States Navy at the Naval Technical Training Center, Pensacola, Florida.  

He also has recent experience in working in Australia on hazardous remediation projects in the Defence environment, 
again with the involvement of the US Department of Defense.  John was directly responsible for safety on both the 
Chemical Weapons remediation project at Columboola, Queensland and the remediation project at the Defence Science 
and Technology Organisation’s decommissioned site in Maribyrnong, Victoria.  On both these projects, John worked 
hand-in-hand with the US Department of Defense company Edgewood Chemical Biological Centre.

Colin Trinder

Peter Cartwright

Environment & Remediation Technical Advisor

Aged Explosives Technical Advisor

Colin has over 30 years’ experience at the forefront of environmental management, identifying and implementing solutions 
to difficult problems at the policy, operational and management level.  For over 12 years Colin led the development and 
implementation of the Department of Defence’s environmental and contamination remediation policies, implementing 
reforms at both the strategic and operational level. Colin also has more than 10 years’ experience with the senior 
leadership team of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority managing Government liaison, and supervising 
compliance aspects of major development projects. 

Colin has contributed to national environmental legislation proposals, the environmental management of major military 
exercises and international scale events.

Peter Cartwright has joined DERT exclusively to assist with remediation strategy development and delivery at DSM. 
Peter is widely recognised as an international expert in defining, designing, implementing and managing Explosives 
related decommissioning, decontamination & remediation projects.  Peter has a B.Sc., Civil Engineering and over 35 
years of experience working on decontamination and demolition projects, primarily with Nobel Explosives Company Ltd.  
Towards the end of his tenure with ICI Nobel Enterprises, 

Peter held the position of Legacy Assets Manager and was responsible for the development, implementation and 
management of factory closure plans including decommissioning, explosives decontamination and land remediation. 
Peter has been a member of Safex International Expert Panel since 2004 and is the joint Author of CBI Explosives 
Industry Group ‘Management Guidance for the Safe Decommissioning of Explosives Sites’ (ISBN).  In 2004, Peter 
became self-employed and undertook various international assignments for a wide range of companies dealing with 
explosives legacy issues. 
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Mohamed Elmashhady

Civil Project Manager

Mohamed is a capable and vastly experienced Civil Engineer with more than 18 years of hands on project management
experience delivering major construction, civil infrastructure, waste management and environmental contaminated site
remediation projects.

Mohamed’s strong technical expertise and commercial acumen coupled with his vast practical experience with the 
planning and execution of major civil and remediation projects ensures that projects delivered under his leadership are 
delivered on time, on budget and to industry leading standards.

Matt Smith

Demolition Project Manager

Matt is an experienced project manager skilled in running heavy industrial demolition sites. As a carpenter/builder by
trade, Matt has more than 22 years in the construction, demolition and the asbestos removal industry. His key strengths
include account management, project management and supervision, technology evaluation and implementation, 
qualitative and quantitative risk management, transport logistics management, and personnel management. 

He has indepth experience on major projects – managing clients, collaborators, vendors and contractors. Skilled in 
estimating, negotiating, planning, coordinating, supervising and implementing demolition and asbestos removal 
works, Matt possesses excellent communication skills and relate well to personnel onsite, contractors and clients. 
Recently, Matt project managed the HBI demolition project – the largest, most technically challenging project in the  
Southern Hemisphere.

Patrick North

Remediation Project Manager

Pat has had over twenty years’ experience in the environmental industry. The majority of this experience is based 
around investigation, reporting and remediation of contaminated sites.

Prior to joining Liberty Industrial in 2014, Pat  spent the last two and a half years as Environmental Manager for FKG, one 
of Queensland’s leading Tier 2 civil and construction contractors, with an extensive CSG project focus. Prior to this Pat 
worked for a range of companies including Rio Tinto, AECOM, Transpacific and URS. Pat has extensive environmental 
experience with over 20 years from many varying projects across Australia. Projects have involved significant soil and 
groundwater investigations and reporting for due diligence programs, to managing large environmental remediation 
cleanup projects for gasworks sites, UST removal, PAHs, hydrocarbons, pesticides, asbestos and treatment of heavy 
metals. 

As a Project Manager for Liberty Industrial Pat has led the delivery of demolition and remediation projects including 
the Theodore Barcham Link Road Asbestos Remediation, Byron Bay Treatment Plant Demolition and Remediation, 
Bayswater Power Station UST Decommissioning, Remediation of 7 Neil Street and the Townsville Terminal Demolition 
and Remediation.
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Proposed Project Team
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Boodarie HBI Plant Closure Project

Project Overview

Liberty  
Industrial

BHP Billiton  
Iron Ore

Port Hedland
WA April 2011 April 2012

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

Liberty Industrial was engaged by BHP Billiton Iron Ore to safely demolish and 
remove a highly complex and challenging facility at the Boodarie Hot Briquetted 
Iron plant. This landmark facility in the Pilbara region of Western Australia was one 
of BHP’s top 10 risks world wide.
The project required demolition of the briquetting and reactor structures together 
with the adjacent gas plant. The reactor, the tallest structure on site, at 104 
metres high represented the largest demolition project ever undertaken in the  
Southern Hemisphere. 
Extreme Loading for Structures software allowed us to simulate and refine our 
methods and show our client a successful, safe and controlled outcome well in 
advance of physically carrying out the work. 
The briquette structure was demolished in two halves, with the top section removed 
first. A variety of preweakening cuts allowed an induced collapse to be initiated.  
Inertia was applied by 120t and 230t excavators working in tandem to move the 
structure beyond the point of no return so that gravity could take over. The lower 
section of the structure was then demolished utilising traditional mechanical 
methods. Excavators with specialised demolition attachments including our 230t 
Liebherr 994 (the largest excavator in Australia), downsized and processed the 
scrap materials.
The Reactor structure was preweakened with calculated and designed oxy  
cuts and explosives cutting and kicking charges were applied to induce a  
controlled collapse. 
The gas plant structures were collapsed using cut and pull techniques allowing 
230t and 120t excavators to pull the structures apart, working in combination with 
a smaller fleet excavators equipped with shear attachments. The plant was then 
systematically demolished and the materials processed.
The specialist expertise of Liberty Industrial’s key personnel together with the  
latest demolition technology were critical for ensuring a safe, effective and 
successful outcome. 
Liberty Industrial first Australian company to reach the finals of the World Demolition 
Awards when the Boodarie HBI Closure project was shortlisted in 2012. The project 
was shortlisted again in 2013.

https://vimeo.com/116829253
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DSTO Precinct Works Defence Site Maribyrnong

Project Overview

OPEC Systems Department of 
Defence

Maribyrnong
VIC May 2012 March 2013

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

OPEC was invited to deploy to Melbourne to support the prosecution of the Defence 
Site Maribyrnong (DSM) - DSTO Precinct Project following the completion of the 
Columboola Munitions Destruction Project in August 2012. On the DSM project 
OPEC provided logistics and operational support to the primary contractor, Golder 
Associates and the Edgewood Chemical and Biological Centre (ECBC), a US 
Government Agency, to assess the buildings and grounds of the former DSTO area 
at Defence Site Maribyrnong for contamination by chemical warfare agents and 
toxic industrial chemicals. The DSTO site covered approximately 10 hectares within 
the 127 hectare site.  
OPEC participated heavily in the pre-deployment planning and strategy phase of 
the works and was active in the development of the Environment Management 
Plan, Safety Management Plan, Construction Management Plan, Site Plan 
and Medical Response Plan. Following project approval and commencement, 
OPEC established the operational capabilities on the site and provided a 
permanent on site team of 10-20 staff, depending on workload, to support 
ECBC in the prosecution of the works. Tasks included the establishment of 
extensive engineering controls around complete buildings, multi-storey height 
access and scaffolding, decontamination teams and equipment, medics, waste 
monitoring, analysis, segregation, storage and disposal, heavy plant operation, 
IT management, heritage safeguarding, grounds maintenance and overall  
site logistics.
The DSM Project illustrates an extremely unique, complex and multifaceted 
risk profile with potentially complex interactions between numerous project 
considerations including heritage and environmental protection, aged explosive 
and chemical warfare agent residues, adjoining public properties and multiple 
government and civilian agencies. It is within this complex environment that OPEC 
thrives and adds maximum value to our clients.
OPEC was an integral member of the on-site team since the early planning stage of 
the project and maintained a presence on the site in a caretaker role for two years 
after project completion.
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Hismelt Kwinana Closure Project

Project Overview

Liberty  
Industrial

Rio Tinto  
Hismelt JV

Kwinara,  
WA January 2013 September 2014

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

Liberty Industrial carried out the deconstruction of Rio Tinto’s High Intensity 
Smelting facility in Kwinana, Western Australia. The project involved the dismantling 
and relocation of almost half of the Hismelt plant, The award winning project was 
the first of its kind with the project involving the complex dismantling of significant 
components of industrial plant; never before has a dismantling project of this scale 
and complexity been attempted in Australia. 
Deconstruction works commenced in January 2013 with the dismantling phase 
of the project. In total, more than 7,000 tonnes of industrial plant and equipment 
including four bulk shipments of over 18,000 cubic metres and 280 shipping 
containers of plant and equipment were salvaged and shipped 7600 kilometres 
away to Shandong Province in China. Over 2000 bulk units were methodically 
dismantled, cleaned to export standard, match marked, labelled, recorded and 
packed, with each item given clear instructions on how to be reassembled.
The salvaged items included the 65 metre high, 1200 tonne Coal drying and grinding 
structure, the Flue Gas Desulphurisation plant, Hot Metal Handling equipment 
including an 80t induction furnace, the Hot Metal Desulphurisation plant, Off Gas 
Scrubbing and Cooling infrastructure, and a 25 megawatt power station. Carrying 
out lifts of up to 108 tonne, the dismantling process relied heavily on complex 
engineering lifts using large crawler and mobile cranes.
Liberty Industrial managed multiple crews across multiple workfronts within a small 
footprint. The project workforce hit its peak in the dismantling phase of the project 
at 60 personnel including significant Senior Management and Supervisory Team of 
two Project Managers, three Safety Managers, five Supervisors, and three Leading 
Hands, supported by a team of five Project Engineers. 
Liberty Industrial then commenced demolition of the major structures, utilising 
engineered induced collapse methods to demolish the larger structures, including 
the 75 metre tall, 1700 tonne Preheater structure. 
We utilised ASI Extreme Loading software to 3D simulate our induced collapse 
methods to ensure we are satisfied with the mode of failure, pre-failure structural 
stability and the effects of wind on the weakened structure. Modelling the structure 
and simulating our proposed demolition methodology allowed us to refine our 
methodology and demonstrate a successful, safe and controlled outcome to our 
risk averse client Rio Tinto well in advance of executing the task. The application of 
this innovative technology was a key factor in mitigating and managing the potential 
risks associated with the task, ensuring the structure was demolished in a safe and 
controlled manner.
Once the higher structures were at ground level the demolition of the plant and 
infrastructure was undertaken with Liberty Industrial’s heavy duty customised 230 
tonne Liebherr 994 (Australia’s largest demolition excavator). 

https://vimeo.com/109210012
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This monster machine was assisted by 1 x 120t Hitachi, 2 x 46t and 5 x 36t Volvo 
excavators, 2 x semi tippers, 2 x telehandlers, a 40t dump truck, water truck, service 
truck, and various sized boom lifts.
Various structures including the Off Gas Hood, Smelt Reduction Vessel and the 
Lock Hopper were collapsed using controlled cut and pull demolition techniques 
whereby engineered pre-cutting and inertia is utilised to bring taller structures to 
ground level. Working in combination working in combination with a smaller fleet of 
excavators equipped with shear attachments, the 230t and 120t excavators pulled 
the structures apart. The remaining structures were systematically demolished and 
the materials processed. Excavators with various demolition attachments down 
sized and processed the scrap materials to export size for shipment to be recycled 
in Asia. 
Liberty Industrial’s resourceful and innovative approach to waste management and 
environmental stewardship significantly minimised the amount of waste disposed in 
landfill. 108,000 tonnes (97%) of the site’s 111,000 tonnes of waste was recycled 
with only 3000 tonnes (3%) of all waste going to landfill. 
In addition to the 7,000 tonnes of plant and equipment items salvaged and 12,000 
tonnes of scrap metal recycled, Liberty Industrial found resourceful solutions to 
dispose of 25,000 tonnes of concrete, and waste products from the Hismelt process 
including 50,000 tonnes of slag waste, 7,500 tonnes of dolomite and 5000 tonnes of 
large irons skulls, sourcing buyers and processing materials to their specifications 
and consulting geotechnical engineers and blending fill materials.
We delivered this project in accordance with Rio Tinto’s world class standards and 
compliance requirements for the management of health, safety, environment and 
quality performance and were able to realise maximum value from a number of 
reusable plant, process equipment and scrap materials and deliver a cash positive 
project outcome for our client through efficient demolition, and innovative asset 
recovery and resources recovery solutions. 
In addition, Liberty Industrial also delivered optimal project outcomes for Molong; 
the ground-breaking dismantling and salvage operation was a complete success; 
delivered within budget, on schedule, without incident and in accordance with their 
exacting specifications.
Liberty Industrial successfully completed 115,000 man hours of work on the project 
without a single lost time injury, recycling over 108,000 tonnes of material. 
Liberty Industrial’s approach to project delivery embraced the needs of all project 
stakeholders, delivered value, and above all, delivered safe, sustainable, controlled 
project outcomes. 
The project won the Industrial Demolition Award at the 2014 World Demolition 
Awards. In addition to the Industrial Demolition category win, Liberty Industrial 
were bestowed the highest accolade a demolition contractor could receive, with the 
project taking out the 2014 World Demolition Award, a prestigious award recognising 
the best of the best across all 2014 award categories.
Liberty Industrial successfully completed 115,000 man hours of work on the project 
without a single lost time injury, recycling over 108,000 tonnes of material.
Liberty Industrial’s approach to project delivery embraced the needs of all project 
stakeholders, delivered value, and above all, delivered safe, sustainable, controlled 
project outcomes.
The project won the Industrial Demolition Award at the 2014 World Demolition 
Awards. In addition to the Industrial Demolition category win, Liberty Industrial 
were bestowed the highest accolade a demolition contractor could receive, with the 
project taking out the 2014 World Demolition Award, a prestigious award recognising 
the best of the best across all 2014 award categories.
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Defence Site Moorebank

Project Overview

OPEC Systems Department of
Defence

Moorebank
NSW January 2015 August 2015

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

This high profile 100 hectare site was required to be transferred from Defence to 
another Federal Government Department and managed for conservation purposes 
as a biodiversity offset for the Moorebank Intermodal Terminal project.
A tight timeline and multiple human health and environmental receptors meant 
that OPEC had to manage and control the associated risks posed by the identified 
contaminants of concern such as heavy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, asbestos 
and 11 hectares of the site that were contaminated with Unexploded Ordnance 
(UXO) from past Defence activities.  There were also highly sensitive ecological 
receptors such as threatened ecological communities, threatened plants, threatened 
fauna habitats, wetlands and aquatic habitats.  The site was governed by a strict 
“Threatened Species Permit” issued by The Department of the Environment.
Remediation strategies were devised and implemented that met with the client’s 
remediation goals and timeline, thus enabling the future use of the site as a 
biodiversity offset, meeting the requirements of the relevant stakeholders and that 
all identified hazards to human health and the environment were reduced to an 
acceptable level.
Strategies employed were often running at the same time requiring close monitoring 
for health and safety.  UXO clearance of the 11 hectares continued throughout 
the project and required mechanical and manual clearance of the potentially 
contaminated area combined with specialist vegetation reduction and safeguarding 
of protected flora and fauna.  Over 23,000 items were investigated during the 
remediation with 14 UXO items being destroyed by the Australian Defence  
Force (ADF).
Large volumes of Hazardous (997.32 tonnes), Restricted (2936.74 tonnes) and 
General solid wastes (1456.42 tonnes) were required to be removed from the site.  
These quantities had formed a 670m by 12m fire trail that had been formed using 
rifle stop butt material. On site remediation was planned for the hazardous wastes 
but the project timeline could not support the process time. Once the materials 
had been removed and the process verified, a new fire trail was built using clean 
imported materials.
Asbestos in soil was another major concern with over 2500 tonnes of such material 
being safely removed from the site along with 0.16 tonnes of asbestos fragments.
Extensive materials tracking was undertaken to ensure all materials moving on and 
off the site could be accounted for.
Over 50,000 native species were planted in the larger cleared areas and considerable 
brush matting employed as part of the revegetation process that took place at the 
end of the project.
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Columboola Munitions Destruction Project

Project Overview

OPEC Systems Department of 
Defence

Columboola
QLD July 2010 August 2012

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

The Columboola Munitions Destruction project was the largest and most 
comprehensive chemical weapons remediation project undertaken in Australia 
since WWII, resulting in the destruction of 145 individual mustard rounds. The 
Columboola site had formed part of the ‘Brisbane Line’ of defence during WWII and 
the US Army had occupied the site for several years during the war. At some stage 
prior to demobilisation a quantity of largely non-functioning munitions were left 
behind in shallow burials on site. These munitions may have stayed there unnoticed 
for a further 70 years had it not been for an open cut coal mine survey encountering 
a tranche of the munitions during a standard due diligence survey in 2009.
The Munitions Destruction project, commencing in July 2010, involved the 
establishment of a 70 tonne destruction chamber (TC-60) and its associated 
pollution remediation systems, the laying of 8 kilometres of heavy load access tracks 
across floodplains and creeks and the construction of over 20,000 sqm of operating 
hardstand at this remote site in central Queensland (350km WNW of Brisbane). 
Later project works on the site involved the de-vegetation, geophysical surveying 
and clearance of 730 hectares of land in a search for latent munitions. With onsite 
staff averaging 60 employees at any given time, OPEC ran the project under a 
50/50 teaming agreement with the project Prime Contractor, taking responsibility 
for all structural, mechanical, electrical and civil engineering works as well as 
logistics management, stores, de-vegetation, rehabilitation, heritage management, 
site security, medical services and overall site management.
For the 26 month duration of the project OPEC worked closely with the Australian 
DoD, Defence’s Technical Advisors, the Project Manager/Contract Administrator, 
various divisions of the US and Australian military, the general public and numerous 
Local, State, Commonwealth and International agencies.
There have been few site remediation projects of comparable complexity 
undertaken by private Australian Contractors, particularly in such a remote 
and physically challenging location. The project was instrumental in allowing 
OPEC to develop a set of robust Standard Operating Procedures for 
the prosecution, handling, storage and destruction of chemical weapons  
in Australia.
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Clyde Refinery Removal

Project Overview

Liberty  
Industrial

Viva Energy  
Australia

Clyde,  
NSW January 2015 March 2016

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

The demolition and removal of all redundant refinery infrastructure at the former 
Clyde Refinery including refinery processing units, plant and pipework, chimney 
stacks, storage tanks and buildings. A combination of techniques from traditional 
mechanical demolition and oxy cutting through to mechanically induced collapses 
and controlled implosions were employed.
Liberty Industrial assisted the client with the preparation of documentation critical 
for obtaining development consent from the NSW Department of Planning & 
Environment due to the refinery’s status as State Significant Infrastructure.
A comprehensive inspection and validation strategy was adopted to identify the 
hydrocarbon associated hazards throughout the refinery. The information was 
invaluable in the development of risk mitigation strategies and the implementation 
of adequate control measures.
The project involved the removal of substantial volumes of friable and bonded 
asbestos. Innovative controlled wetting injection technology was utilised to enhance 
the safety and efficacy of friable asbestos removal works. In total 500 tonnes of hard 
set limpet asbestos was removed in three months. The project also involved the safe 
removal and recycling of 1,64,000 litres of transformer oil including approx. 100,000 
litres of Polychlorinated Biphenyl contaminated mineral oil sent for dechlorinisation.
Significant structures demolished include the Platformer Reactor structure, Reactor 
and Stripper structure and the refinery’s five reinforced concrete chimney stacks. 
The 60 metre tall 1000 tonne Platformer Reactor structure demolition was a 
predetermined mechanically induced collapse. A carefully designed and calculated 
sequence of structural preweakening was undertaken with a 120 tonne excavator 
used to apply sufficient inertia to induce a controlled demolition.
The 65 metre tall, 1,500 tonne Reactor and Stripper structure was demolished 
using controlled explosive techniques. Explosives were used to fragment four of the 
structure’s seven reinforced concrete foundations and forcing the structure to hinge 
over the remaining supports, collapsing the structure.
Liberty Industrial used ASI Extreme Loading for Structures demolition simulation 
software to demonstrate our proposed demolition methodology for this structure to 
key regulatory stakeholders, demonstrating how it would react upon implosion of 
four of the structure’s seven reinforced concrete foundations, and hinge over the 
remaining supports to collapse the structure in a controlled manner. 
Protection measures were employed to reduce the outlay of debris caused by the 
explosive charges. Measures included both at source and secondary protection in 
the form of conveyor belting, chain link fencing and geotextile preventing damage 
to nearby facilities. 
The project culminated with the demolition of five 80-100 metre high reinforced 
concrete chimney stacks. All five 1000 tonne concrete structures were demolished 

https://vimeo.com/175652237
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through the controlled use of explosives.
A comprehensive desktop study was undertaken including the review of historical 
data and drawings of the chimney stacks, x-rays were undertaken to identify the 
volume, spacing and quantity of reinforcing steel within the structures, as well 
as core samples to determine the compressive strength of the concrete. Upon 
completion of the Principal Engineers calculations, peer review was undertaken by 
two independent structural engineers. Independent Explosive Review of the Blast 
Management Plan.
Liaison and coordination with WorkCover NSW, Department of Planning and 
Environment, the Environmental Protection Agency and Parramatta Local Council 
was extensive due to the scale and size of the chimney’s and their proximity to the 
operational oil terminal facility. In the lead up to this demolition event, weeks of 
meticulous planning and consultation was undertaken by the project management 
team, working with the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of 
Planning and WorkCover NSW.
Over 150,000 hours of work including 20,000 hours of asbestos removal work 
was carried out without a single lost time injury or incident. 93% of waste material 
was recycled with only 7% going to landfill. An entire refinery facility has been 
successfully removed with all works completed without incident, on schedule, and 
in line with stakeholder expectations.
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Hamilton Wharves Demolition

Project Overview

Liberty  
Industrial

Economic  
Development QLD Hamilton, QLD February 2016 July 2016

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

The project involved the removal of wharf structures including the removal of 
18,000m2 of concrete deck and substructure including timber bearers, joist and 
concrete head stocks, edge beams and the removal of over 1,900 piles. Liberty 
Industrial were awarded both Stages 1 and 2 of the project, delivering both stages 
concurrently to satisfy the client’s tight scheduling requirements. 
The project presented a number of challenges that required innovative thinking to 
solve. At the time of tender there was a general consensus that the wharf could 
support excavator loads to enable the efficient removal of the substructure timbers. 
The client requested that Liberty Industrial undertake a more detailed structural 
assessment to confirm this understanding was correct. This assessment uncovered 
the wharf to be in a state of disrepair such that the largest excavator able to work 
form the deck was only eight tonne. 
This required a complete rethink of the method while meeting the client’s key 
requirement to reach project completion within the same time frame. We developed 
a method utilising large crawler cranes that could reach to the full length of the 
wharf while sitting behind the revetment wall and on the land side. Detailed lift 
studies were undertaken so that concrete panels and header beams could be 
cut and lifted in large sections to reduce preparation and rigging times. Chemset 
bolts were set into the slabs to enable lifting and lifts in excess of 30 tonnes were 
achieved. Complex rigging of the substructure timber was also undertaken so that 
large sections of the structure could be removed in single lifts. 
Given that some sections of the wharf were derelict there was a serious risk of wharf 
collapse as the works progressed. This required the slab cutting to be completed in 
a methodical and staged manner so the entire wharf stability would be maintained 
throughout the works. A detailed cut plan and strategy was developed with some 
sections of wharf substructure being presecured to the underside of the slabs to 
prevent them from collapsing into the water during lifts. This was a critical aspect 
of the project due to the number of commercial and recreational boat movements 
nearby the site. 
The piles varied from timber with concrete sleeves to hollow and concrete filled 
steel piles some of which exceed a metre in diameter. The 1,900 piles had to be cut 
a metre below the existing seabed depth rather than completely removed to ensure 
the ongoing stability of the existing seawall and river bed. Three full time dive crews 
dedicated to specific techniques were deployed to implement a range of innovative 
underwater cutting techniques. Tools and techniques included underwater dredging 
to expose the piles a metre below the sea bed, specialist Riggers to safely sling the 
concrete protective sleeves which existed on the majority of the piles, underwater 
hydraulic chain saw to cut the 1,900 timber piles and underwater diamond wire 
cutting equipment to cut steel and concrete piles. 
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The original methodology allowed for the piles to be removed via barge mounted 
crane with vibrating head attachment. The Brisbane River on which the works 
took place has strong tidal flows and is also subject to very significant flooding. In 
this section of the river commercial ships including large cruise liners frequently 
pass and turn adjacent to the area. Shipping access was a key consideration 
and given that approximately 1,900 piles were being removed from a fairly steep 
bank, geotechnical stability was also a factor. The client undertook a geotechnical 
assessment and decided that removal of the piles would cause unnecessary risk 
to the stability of the river so an alternative method needed to be developed. It 
was decided that all piles needed to be cut 1m below the existing river bed to 
retain ongoing bank stability and allow for future shipping navigation close 
to the area. Again the client required that the original program completion date  
be maintained. 
Liberty Industrial commenced discussion with a specialised dive contractor to 
undertake these works. Approximately 150 of the 1,900 piles were steel cased piles 
filled with reinforced concrete. The cutting of these piles, approximately eight metres 
below the water, was a critical consideration to ensure works could be completed 
on time.
In consultation with the dive subcontractor we sourced a specialised underwater, 
hydraulically driven wire saw. These works needed to progress ahead of the slab 
deck and superstructure removal due to safety considerations and therefore 
approximately 30 diamond wire cables were acquired. This enabled the dive crew to 
move ahead of the works and leave the cables in-situ around the piles on the river bed 
(still joined to the superstructure). After the superstructure was removed the cables 
could be recovered and process repeated. Due to the tight program requirements 
we mobilised three separate dive crews so works could progress efficiently. 
During site works we discovered two 1,100mm diameter steel piles previously 
not identified at tender stage. The underwater diamond wire saw only had a 
throat opening of 900mm so a new method of removal needed to be developed. 
These piles were removed in two sections also due to their weight and the fact 
they were located on the outer edge of the wharf structure. The outer steel casing 
was originally cut with underwater torches to expose the reinforced concrete. The 
concrete was then hammered back (underwater) and the reinforcement removed 
so that the diameter of the pile was reduced to less than 900mm and the diamond 
wire saw could be deployed.
When dive works commenced the crews identified large numbers of broken piles 
and other debris scattered along the river bed. None of these materials were 
identified in the pre-demolition hydrographic survey. We acquired a large number 
of additional lifting slings that the divers could move ahead and sling this debris 
in an efficient manner so that they were not waiting for the crane to slew back 
into position. Once a substantial quantity of debris had been rigged the crane and 
divers moved swiftly along the work area lifting the debris in an efficient manner that 
ensured the program remained on track.   
Stringent environmental controls were implemented including dedicated booms 
and silt curtains to prevent any discharges into the river during dredging works. 
Additional controls such as vacuuming during saw cutting and dust suppression 
measures employed during hammering to further limit any discharges into  
the river.
The dilapidated nature of the timber substructure required the engagement of a 
specialised timber recycler to be on site full time to assess every piece of timber 
material. All suitable timber is being recycled for reuse as high quality structural and 
architectural hard woods, with select pieces to be used in future landscaping and 
structural architectural features across the development site. 
At least 95% of materials will be recycled including 100% of steel beams and 
reinforcing, 100% of the 11,500 tonnes of concrete wharf deck and header beams 
and more than 95% of timber. To date we have achieved over 22,500 man hours of 
work on the project, without a single safety or environmental incident.
The project has been shortlisted as a finalist for the 2016 World Demolition Awards 
in the ‘Civil Demolition’ award category. The Liberty Industrial team are eagerly 
awaiting the announcement of winners on the 14th of October.
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Explosives Survey Works Defence Site Maribyrnong

Project Overview

OPEC Systems Department of
Defence

Maribyrnong
VIC July  2012 August 2013

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

Defence Site Maribyrnong, located 10km NW of Melbourne’s CBD, served as a 
major explosives and munitions manufacturing facility and research centre for 
various agencies within the Department of Defence from 1908 until its closure in 
2000. The site covers a total of 127 hectares and incorporates over 500 individual 
buildings and around 170km of underground utilities. 
The risk of latent explosive residues in building fabrics and aged site infrastructure 
such as wastewater pipelines and culverts is an identified hazard for organisations 
working in and around the Maribyrnong site. To support the quantification and 
mitigation of this risk, Defence commissioned OPEC to work with CH2M Hill to 
prepare a detailed explosives survey of the site. OPEC supported CH2M Hill’s US 
explosives assessment team to conduct an investigation on a representative sample 
of the Explosives Factory Maribyrnong buildings and infrastructure to determine the 
residual explosive risks remaining on the site. The works involved supporting the 
explosives assessment teams and moving in advance of these teams to prepare 
work areas, check for potential asbestos, lead and biological contamination and 
identify any safety hazards or structural integrity issues within buildings. 
The works involved visual and Exspray testing of the buildings’ fabrics across of a 
selected sample of potential high risk sites. Explosive residues, when encountered, 
were identified and neutralised. Additional functions included the provision of height 
access equipment, shoring works, the removal of heavy machinery to provide access 
to sub-floor areas and waste removal and segregation tasks. OPEC undertook the 
logging and analysis of individual test results and supported the development of 
recommendations and strategies to support the remediation of impacted sites. 
With a combination of explosive, biological, asbestos, lead and general safety 
related hazards associated with dilapidated infrastructure the Explosives Factory 
assessment project provided an ideal forum for OPEC to apply its key operational 
strength which is the safe management of complex overlapping risks.
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Former DNSDC Refuelling Area Remediation

Project Overview

OPEC Systems Department of
Defence

Moorebank
NSW June 2015 August 2015

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

The Defence National Storage and Distribution Centre (DNSDC) Refuelling Area 
Remediation project was a $2.3 million dollar site remediation project involving the 
demolition of existing superstructure such as buildings and canopy and the removal 
of all existing Underground Petroleum Storage System infrastructure, including all 
bowser pumps, associated pipework, one 65,000 litre and five 55,000 litre storage 
tanks with associated fittings and supply lines.  
Associated with the deconstruction and UPSS removal was the removal of 
asbestos pipes and quantities of contaminated soils of hazardous solid and 
general solid waste in nature.  A separate multi-phase vapour extraction program 
will also be carried out over 12 months to remove light non aqueous phase liquid  
groundwater contamination.
The project team mobilised in a compressed time frame enabling site works to 
commence as soon as was practicable.  
OPEC Systems engaged specialist deconstruction contractor Liberty Industrial 
carried out the demolition of the canopy and office/amenities building prior to the 
removal of underground storage tanks which were cleaned and degassed on site. 
The team moved rapidly to excavate and stockpile potentially contaminated soils in 
conjunction with Defence’s Environmental Consultant GHD. To reduce the straight 
‘dig and dump’ landfill option for contaminated soils, a new sustainable solution 
for the contaminated soils was provided whereby the soils are transported to a 
specialist waste facility for processing by intensive bioremediation.
The project involved the removal of 1500 tonnes of general solid waste to the 
sustainable land farm, 300 tonnes to landfill, 100 tonnes of hazardous solid waste 
to land farm, 800 tonnes of concrete to concrete recycling and some 30 tonnes of 
metal waste also recycled.  Over 2500 tonnes of virgin excavated material was 
imported into the site to backfill the waste material excavation. All this was carried 
out within a work area of less than a hectare, more than half of which became open 
excavations varying in depth from 1 to 5 metres below ground surface.
Tight control of materials handling and transport on and off site were paramount 
to the success of the project and working in close corroboration with the client and 
their environmental consultant was essential.
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Hammerhead Crane Deconstruction

Project Overview

Liberty  
Industrial

Department of
Defence

Potts Point
NSW January 2014 September 2014

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

Liberty Industrial recently completed the deconstruction of the historic Hammerhead 
Crane located at the Garden Island Naval Base on Sydney Harbour. The project 
involved dismantling a heritage significant giant cantilevered dockside crane for the 
Department of Defence. 
Built to lift up to 250 tonnes, the 61 metre tall Hammerhead Crane was, at the time 
of its construction, the largest crane in the Southern Hemisphere, and up until its 
deconstruction, it remained the largest dockside crane in Australia. The decision 
to remove the monumental crane was due to ongoing maintenance and safety 
concerns, and to free up berthing space at the base for the Navy’s growing fleet. 
At tender stage, Liberty Industrial engineered, and successfully pitched, an efficient 
alternative design solution to the Department of Defence, reducing their proposed 
dismantling methodology from 250 lifts down to just 70. By reducing the number 
of lifts required to dismantle the crane, our alternative dismantling strategy greatly 
reduced the potential for exposure to height, significantly minimising the safety 
risks involved with carrying out the deconstruction and reducing the project cost  
and timeframe.
Favelle Favco M2480D and M120RX Luffing Jib Tower Cranes were hired for the 
project. A capacity of 330 tonnes out to a 15 metre radius makes the M2480D the 
world’s largest capacity tower crane. The project team engineered a solution to free 
stand the Favelle Favco M120RX, constructing a steel support structure off the 
wharf and erecting the bottom third of the tower with a 55 tonne mobile crane and 
completing the assembly with a 300 tonne mobile crane. The base for the Favelle 
Favco M2480D Tower Crane, was provided by Brookfield Johnson Controls, who 
were managing the project on behalf of Defence. A 230 tonne pin jib truck crane in 
conjunction with the 300 tonne mobile crane lifted the boom into position, with the 
crane self-climbing the last 12 metres.
We carried out spray painting and paint stripping works to prepare the crane for 
disassembly, encapsulating the crane’s existing lead chromate paint coating with 
a high build flexible water-borne acrylic paint to stabilise any flaky paint on the 
structure, to prevent the release of lead chromate paint during deconstruction. 
The acrylic was applied by airless spray to avoid disturbing the crane’s hazardous 
coating. The predetermined separation locations were carefully marked and 
the paint removed from these areas to prepare the surface for oxy cutting. This 
prevented the release of harmful vapours during cutting.
A stringent environmental monitoring program was implemented to monitor and 
manage the risk of lead and chromate contamination, to prevent harm to the 
harbour’s delicate marine surrounds and protect the health of workers, naval 
personnel and the local community. This included surveys for lead in soil and 
sediment, surveys for lead in water and a comprehensive ambient air monitoring 
program.The structure was progressively dismantled in large sections in a highly 

https://vimeo.com/158124747
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choreographed sequence, engineered to maintain the structural stability of 
the crane. Sections of the crane were rigged to the M2480D Tower crane, and 
separated from the remaining structure by oxy cutters working from a workbox 
rigged to the M120RX Tower Crane. Once separated, the sections were lifted down 
to the designated materials processing area and downsized. The jib tip was our 
largest lift at 65 tonne.
Working alongside 24/7 Naval operations at a naval base on Sydney Harbour 
presented a few challenges for the project team who were faced with the 
constraints of an operational site, and a confined 4000m2 work area. The limited 
work area severely restricted the availability of workspace for landing loads and  
materials processing. 
Working with large cranes on the windy harbour foreshore presented the potential 
for project delays, and it was a coordinated effort moving trucks with oversize loads 
in and out of the site. These factors had been taken into account at the planning 
stage of the project, and considerate solutions were adopted to minimise disruption 
and ensure the works continued unhampered.
We deployed a 33t Volvo EC330LC Hydraulic Excavator with a shear attachment 
to carry out the heavy duty downsizing. Oxy-cutters assisted to further downscale 
and process scrap materials, removing the lead chromate paint from the cut 
locations prior to cutting. The processed components were transported to an offsite  
recycling facility.  
In total, 2027 tonnes of the 2036 tonnes, or 99.56% of all materials were recovered. 
This included the salvage of 132 tonnes of heritage items, the recycling of 1855 
tonnes of steel and 40 tonnes of concrete. Only 9 tonnes of material was not able to 
be recovered; 6 tonnes of lead paint waste and 3 tonnes of general waste.
In addition to the removal of the structure, the project had a substantial salvage 
component with the preservation and restoration of numerous heritage significant 
components of the crane. Components of the crane identified for salvage included 
the crane’s main hook assembly, hook platform and trollies, the driver’s cabin, slew 
ring and machine house plant items among others.  
Because of their value it was imperative these items were not damaged or 
structurally altered during the removal and refinishing works so we developed 
a comprehensive methodology for the removal, relocation, refinishing, storage 
and reinstatement of the heritage components to ensure their condition  
was maintained. 
Once carefully dismantled, these items were transported to an offsite facility where 
they were decontaminated of their lead chromate coating and refinished. We 
fabricated a specialised frame for the crane’s enormous 25.7 tonne hook assembly. 
At 7m wide and 8m long it was transported under Police Escort to the storage 
location. Liberty Industrial constructed concrete plinths outside the Royal Australian 
Navy Heritage Centre for the reinstatement of key heritage items.  
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Omega Tower Demolition

Project Overview

Liberty  
Industrial

Department of
Defence

Darriman
Victoria April 2015 May 2015

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

Standing 432 metres (1,418 ft) high, the Omega Transmission Tower in Darriman, 
Victoria was the tallest structure in the Southern Hemisphere until its demolition on 
22 April 2015. Contracted by the Department of Defence to carry out the demolition, 
Liberty Industrial used controlled explosive techniques to bring the redundant Naval 
communications tower to the ground.
Tight time frames were imposed by the Department of Defence for the delivery of 
the project with Liberty Industrial contractually bound to complete the demolition of 
the tower within 6 weeks of the contract award date. 
The project team, including experienced explosive demolition experts, structural 
engineers and a licenced shot firer, promptly began planning and engineering a 
detailed work methodology for the controlled explosive demolition of the structure.
Three of the tower’s main supports, comprising six cables, two at each support base, 
would be cut at the plate connection using explosive cutting charges, releasing 
the tower to fall in the direction of the remaining tower base supports, utilising the 
weight of the tower cables to assist in toppling the structure in a controlled manner.
Leading up to the demolition, Liberty Industrial’s project management team worked 
closely with state and feral government health and safety agencies, Comcare 
and Worksafe Victoria, to obtain the required explosives approvals in time. 
Liberty Industrial’s project management team prepared a comprehensive Blast 
Management Plan, an Explosives Security Plan, a Demolition Work Plan and other 
documentation critical for safely managing demolition works involving the controlled 
use of explosives. 
Due to the very limited amount of explosive work completed in Australia each year, 
the preferred explosive charge, a copper sheathed linear cutting charge, was not 
available within Australia, and could not be imported to suit the project timeframe. 
In order to meet the tight project time constraints imposed by the Department of 
Defence, we worked with a local explosives supplier to utilise the explosives they 
had available, namely PE and Composition B. We spent two days testing explosives 
at a firing range.
We tested the available explosives on steel plates fabricated to replicate the cable 
support stay plates we were planning to sever with the cutting charges to determine 
exactly what depth they could confidently cut through. 
After the testing days, we were satisfied that we could at least severe 50mm thick 
plates with the Comp B explosives charges. However, to ensure that we had some 
redundancy in the charges, we decided to undertake preparatory oxy cutting on 
the cable stay support plates to ensure we had a maximum of 40mm thick steel 
to cut. With some of the cable stay support plates up to 80mm thick at the outer 
most support, we utilised GHD Engineering, our preferred Structural Engineering 
company, to complete a full structural review on the tower and its support stays, to 

https://vimeo.com/138044420
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develop a preparatory cutting scheme that ensured we had no steel thicker than 
40mm to explosively cut, whilst ensuring the tower remained structurally sound until 
the cutting charges were initiated. 
In the days prior to the implosion, oxy cutting works were carried out to prepare 
the twelve designated cable support stay plates. Precision and accuracy were 
paramount to ensure the tower remained structurally sound and to prevent an 
uncontrolled collapse. We also carried out the controlled release of one of the 1.5 
kilometre aerial cables to prevent collateral damage to existing buildings that were 
to remain on the site. We utilised a second aerial cable which we had released from 
the opposite side of the tower and a 36t excavator to secure the tensioned cable, 
before separating it from its anchor. 
We were able to control the release of the cable by tracking it in with the excavator 
to ensure it was clear of the retained buildings. All other guy and aerial cables 
were retained to maintain the structure’s stability. The day before the implosion, 
the explosives were affixed to the twelve designated anchor plates and all 
necessary checks were carried out in line with the Blast Day Management Plan. 
Two security guards remained onsite throughout the night to ensure the explosive’s  
remained secure.
On the day of the implosion we established a 1,000m exclusion zone around the 
tower, halting traffic on the adjoining highway for a short time while the demolition was 
undertaken. Representatives from Victoria Police, WorkSafe and the Department of 
Defence attended the demolition to observe, record and support the project.
Comprehensive planning, calculated engineering and careful preparation delivered 
a successful outcome for Liberty Industrial’s project team, with the implosion 
precisely executed and the structure safely grounded in a matter of seconds, 
reacting as planned and anticipated. The cutting charges successfully severed the 
plates, releasing the guy cables and causing the lattice truss tower to destabilise 
and collapse upon itself in four large sections.
Once all explosive charges were accounted for, oxy cutters moved in downsizing 
sections of the structure unable to be processed mechanically. A 36t Volvo 
Excavator with shear, grab, and bucket attachments and a 30t Komatsu Excavator 
with grab and bucket attachments were mobilised to process scrap materials clear 
the site ofdebris before removing the material from site for recycling. The team 
recovered more than 700 tonnes ferrous metal and 37 tonnes non-ferrous metal, 
which accounted for 97% of all waste material.
Once the site was clear of debris, a 36t Volvo Excavator with a bucket attachment 
was used to decontaminate the area that surrounded the felled tower, removing 
100mm of topsoil from the area as a precautionary measure, to ensure the site 
was free of any lead based paint contaminants that may have been released from 
the structure’s lead paint coating exterior with the impact of the collapse. Soil test 
results were provided prior to demobilising to certify the area was free of any lead 
paint contamination.The 432m Omega Tower is the tallest structure demolished in 
the Southern Hemisphere to date.
The project won Liberty Industrial the Explosive Demolition Award at the 2015 
World Demolition Awards. 
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RAAF Williamtown

Project Overview

OPEC Systems Department of
Defence

Williamtown
NSW January 2015 August 2015

Primary Contractor Client Location Start Finish

The New Air Combat Capability (NACC) Facilities Project is a $1.6 billion investment 
into RAAF base facilities in preparation for the Joint Strike Fighters introduction in 
2019.  Prior to any facilities and infrastructure works taking place the work sites 
had to be remediated to remove the threat of unexploded ordnance (UXO) which 
if found during the works could potentially cause project delays with unacceptable 
cost and time implications.
RAAF Williamtown is an operational base and OPEC managed multiple work areas 
simultaneously to ensure that the relevant stakeholders were not inconvenienced by 
its work processes.  This involved working on the airfield at night and on sites near 
roads and occupied buildings at weekends. Constant stakeholder communication 
was used to successfully facilitate the works.
Using specialised vegetation reduction equipment over 44 hectares of vegetation 
ranging from bush to large mature trees were removed.  All root structures were 
also removed with non-destructive digging techniques used around services and 
power cables without any damage.
The project involved over 120 hectares of digital survey utilising the innovative Ultra 
TEM technology.  This high spatial resolution three-component Electromagnetic 
Induction (EMI) detection technology enabled OPEC to narrow down the potential 
UXO anomalies to a specific target size. This reduced remediation time and cost 
dramatically, often by over 40% compared to outdated technologies based on 
magnetometers or EM61 metal detectors.
OPEC has investigated over 10,000 anomalies and removed over 9800 items 
of explosive ordnance (EO) from the site, including a complete buried WWI  
artillery gun.
The client’s expectations were met and infrastructure and facilities works were able 
to commence on time as programmed.  Lendlease has invited OPEC to carry out 
similar works at RAAF Tindall in 2016. 
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The Moorebank Intermodal Terminal is major infrastructure project in Western 
Sydney that will see container freight from the Port of Botany transferred to the site 
for subsequent loading to trucks in proximity to major transport routes including the 
M5. On completion the project will see the removal of approximately 2500 truck per 
day off roads between Botany and Western Sydney. 
The facility is being constructed on the former Department of Defence Military 
School site on Moorebank Avenue. The site is approximately 70Ha and contains 
over 250 buildings that are required to be demolished prior to construction works 
commencing. Liberty Industrial has been engaged by Sydney Intermodal Terminal 
Alliance to carry out the Demolition and Remediation Works package.
The demolition works include the demolition of more than 250 buildings including 
the identification and removal of hazardous materials and the removal and disposal 
of all associated inground infrastructure including existing pavements, hardstands, 
civil infrastructure and utility services.
The project also involves the remediation of identified sources of contamination 
including storage tanks, waste pits, waste stockpiles, asbestos impact materials, 
organochlorine pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls and hot spots that are located 
in various locations across the site.
This includes the removal and remediation of nine large underground storage tanks 
located across the site and the remediation of former site tip areas that contains in 
excess of 80,000m3 of deleterious and contaminated fill. The remediation strategy 
includes bioremediation of TPH impacted soil, excavation, sorting segregation, 
reclassification, disposal and beneficial reuse of impacted fill. Asbestos impacted 
soils will be remediated through a combination of ‘hen pecking’ for reclassification 
where practicable, and offsite disposal.     
Other works required under the contract include making good and maintaining 
existing boundary fencing, maintaining site security, maintaining existing vegetation 
and implementing bushfire protection measures throughout the works.
Liberty Industrial is also undertaking heritage salvage and relocation works 
including the salvage of European and Aboriginal artefacts. The works include the 
cataloguing and dismantling of large structures for future reconstruction. Protection 
of these structures is also required during demolition and remediation of areas 
adjacent to these buildings. 
Due to the high priority placed on the subsequent development and construction 
Liberty Industrial developed a program of work that included the establishment 
of six separate demolition, hazardous material removal and remediation crews 
working concurrently across the site. 
In post tender consultation with the client we developed a strategy that broke the site into  
priority areas so as to enable separate validation and early handover for 
commencement of construction works.


